Moving workloads to the cloud or between clouds is an integral part of an overall cloud strategy.

Pythian’s Lift and Shift VM Migration Service allows organizations to realize smooth, reliable and timely rehosting of VM workloads for a fixed fee.

Migrations can be complex. Multiple factors, ranging from dealing with external dependencies, app or network complexities, different operating systems and versions, schedule constraints and AD/Auth complexity, to complying with regulatory needs can impact the success and on-time delivery of a migration project. Cloud-savvy teams with migration experience, and proven methodologies and tools can overcome this complexity and deliver timely migrations.

Pythian’s Lift and Shift VM Migration Service delivers on-time, de-risked, end-to-end migration of VMs to and between AWS, Azure or Google Cloud, by bringing strong planning, risk management and technical capabilities into a four-step migration plan, all included in a single simple fixed fee for peace of mind.

We definitely didn’t have the luxury of time, so we knew we needed a partner with the right skills and expertise to have any hope of meeting our deadline. We found that in Pythian. We couldn’t have done it without their extensive cloud and infrastructure migration experience, effective processes and great communication.”

Brandon Seibel
Chief Architect
VerticalScope

Solution Highlights
• Fixed-fee lift-and-shift of VM Workloads—no cost overruns.
• One partner for all migrations to and between Azure, AWS and GCP.
• Minimal or zero downtime to avoid business interruption.
• Experienced experts reduce risks and expedite delivery.
• Dedicated team of certified experts and a project manager.
• Post-migration services available to seamlessly continue your cloud journey:
  • InfraOps Managed Service to ensure ongoing performance and availability
  • FinOps services to optimize cloud costs
  • Advanced DevOps consulting and professional services for maximizing the benefits of cloud
One partner, any cloud, for your full cloud journey - from strategy to optimization

Why Pythian for your VM Workload Cloud Migration

1. Extensive Planning
Pythian's expert teams always begin with meticulous discovery, well-defined technical designs and a pragmatic migration plan before anything else. Because to avoid surprises, planning is essential.

2. High End Expertise and Lots of Technical Tools
Pythian's certified cloud, OS and database experts deploy a pretested, integrated toolchain to speed up discovery and VM workload migration time.

3. Project Management
Your dedicated project manager keeps you apprised of project progress every step of the way, ensuring timely delivery and a single point of contact throughout the migration.

4. One Partner, Any Cloud
Whether you’re moving from a data center or between clouds, Pythian has experience and certified cloud experts in AWS, Azure and Google Cloud.

5. A Clean Handoff
Pythian's well-established knowledge transfer process lets your IT team easily pick up where we end. Or, to get the most value from your cloud migration, engage Pythian’s cloud managed services for ongoing management, optimization and modernization.

Get started with Pythian
Choose Pythian for your VM workload cloud migration. Contact us to learn more about how we can support your business.